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Abstract: In pome fruit cultivation, apples and pears need to be handled in various processes such as
harvesting and sorting. Currently, most processes require a vast amount of manual labor. Combined
with a structural shortage of seasonal workers, innovation in this field is crucial. Automated processes
could provide a solution wherein the search for an appropriate manipulation tool is essential. Aside
from several grippers, customized for harvesting by various researchers, the industry also provides
a wide variety of standardized manipulation tools. This paper benchmarks a wide set of the most
relevant gripping principles, primarily based on their ability to successfully handle fruit, without
causing damage. In addition, energy consumption and general feasibility are evaluated as well.
The performed study showed that the customized foam gripper scores the overall best for all test
scenarios at the cost of being the least energy efficient. Furthermore, most other gripping tools
excelled at certain specific tasks rather than being generally deployable. Impactive grippers are better
suited for harvesting at low energy consumption, while astrictive grippers are more suited for sorting
tasks constricted by the available space. The results also showed that commercially available soft
grippers are not always capable of handling sensitive fruits such as pears without causing damage.

Keywords: manipulation; automation; pome fruit; harvesting; benchmark study; soft grippers

1. Introduction

During the cultivation of pome fruit, apples and pears need to be harvested, sorted,
and handled in various processes. Currently, the majority of these processes require a vast
amount of manual labor. Combined with the structural and further increasing shortage of
seasonal workers, innovation in this field is crucial. Transition to automated processes could
provide a solution; however, a challenging aspect of this automation is the manipulation of
the fruit itself. Hence, the search for an appropriate gripping tool for this application will
be essential. To deliver high-quality fruit to the consumer, both harvesting and processing
pome fruit demand a considerable amount of care, as they are fragile products. However,
besides this soft touch, a firm grip is still necessary to complete tasks such as harvesting.
Consequently, the development of a usable gripper for fruit picking involves a delicate
balance between gripping success and not harming the fruit.

Verbiest et al. [1] reviewed the current state of the art regarding the automation of the
entire cultivation chain of pome fruit, presenting an overview of the advancements made
in the last two decades. Most research focused on the development of robotic harvesting
machines, whereby the manipulator and its gripping tool was only one element of the
total development, being investigated to a lesser extent. Considering the challenges of
the manipulator, the majority of these projects report issues regarding the speed and
cost of the used robot. Instead of using a six degrees of freedom (6DOF) robotic arms
like [2–4], or cartesian robots like [5,6], it is important for further research that alternative
manipulators for robotic harvesting should be investigated to guarantee the profitability of
the harvesting platform.
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However, this paper focusses on the gripping tool, and its challenges, itself. The
results considering the gripping tools used in existing research were analyzed as a starting
point for this study.

Already in 2004, Setiawan et al. [7] developed a gripper for apples based on an
inflatable bellow principle, which first encloses the apple before it inflates to grip the fruit
on multiple points. Using the same concept of total enclosure, Li et al. [8] and Wang et al. [9]
both have recently developed an origami-inspired gripper for multi-purpose robotic soft
gripping. Both Baeten et al. and the company Abundant Robotics used a custom-made
suction cup to harvest apples [2,5]. Petterson et al. developed a Bernoulli gripper that can
adapt to 3D objects [10]. In contrast to the suction cup principle, Onishi et al. [3] used a
three-fingered gripper with yaws that enclose the fruit on multiple sides. This is comparable
to the three-fingered gripper of Davidson et al.; however, the latter integrated an extra
compliant mechanism to enclose the apple depending on its shape [11–13]. Although it
was for sweet peppers instead of pome fruit, Eizicovits et al. [14] developed a soft gripper
with four finray jaws, which has a compliant mechanism as well. The last gripper taken
into account in this study is the two-jaw gripper with active force control based on built-in
pressure sensors developed by Zhao et al. [15]. Other gripping methods for agricultural
application were reviewed by Li P. et al. [16] and Blanes et al. [17]. More generic review
papers on the topic of grippers provide a wider view of recent developments in this
area [18–20].

In contrast to the previously mentioned grippers, which are all customized gripping
designs, the robotic industry offers a wide spectrum of standardized grippers that can
be used for several applications. This study involves a benchmark of nearly all relevant
gripping principles, considering customized as well as standardized grippers for the
application of robotic pome fruit manipulation. An overview of the tested grippers and
a description of the testing protocol are further described in Section 2. Within the tests,
all grippers were compared based on the following aspects: gripping success, the ability
not to harm the fruits, and energy consumption. These results and the accompanying
discussion can be found in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes with a broad summary of
the performed benchmark study and deliberates some tracks for future work.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Gripping Principles

According to Monkman et al. and Shintake et al., the benchmarked grippers can be
divided into two categories as follows: impactive based grippers and astrictive pneumatic
suction-based grippers [20,21]. The impactive based grippers generate a gripping force
by either friction or form closure of the gripping elements (fingers) contacting the object.
The astrictive based grippers generate a gripping force through the creation of a negative
pressure field between the gripper and the object. Both categories can be divided further
into subcategories, based on the design of the fingers and the method of vacuum generation.
Figure 1 below provides an overview of the range of tested grippers. The dark blue boxes
indicate the gripper category, the light blue boxes indicate the finger design or type of
vacuum generation, and the grey boxes describe the basic components of the gripper.

Seven impactive based grippers were evaluated in this study, which can be divided
into three groups. The first group consisted of three grippers with fingers, made of a
soft compliant mechanism that adapted to the shape of the object through the actuation
force. The FESTO and Piab based grippers were pneumatically powered using angular
actuators and a vacuum ejector, respectively. On the contrary, the OnRobot gripper was
electrically powered. The three previously mentioned grippers solely consisted of standard
industrial parts, however, the Piab piSoft was a prototype sample at the moment of the tests.
Differently, the four grippers of the next two groups were equipped with two custom-made
cone shaped jaw designs with a soft and a rigid contact surface, respectively. The soft design
was created by mounting two cone shaped silicone suction cups with a diameter of 50 mm
on the fingers, while the rigid design has a similar 3D printed cone shape coated with a
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plastic layer, creating a smoother and more clutching surface. Both cone shaped finger
designs were mounted on a pneumatic (FESTO), as well as an electric (Robotiq) actuator.
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Figure 1. Overview of tested gripper principles.

Besides the seven impactive based grippers, three astrictive suction-based grippers
were evaluated as well. The first group of astrictive based grippers was actuated by a
pneumatic two stage ejector, equipped with food grade bellow shaped suction cups. The
second group is actuated by an electric blower motor using a further development of
the gripper described in Baeten et al. [2] as a large custom suction cup. This suction cup
consisted of a 3D-printed mount and a thick EPDM foam, with a 100 mm diameter and
60 mm height, with a conical cut out in the center.

While the grippers using the FESTO DHRS-40-A actuator or Piab VGS3010 were
powered by pressurized air, the custom foam gripper’s blower was powered by 3-phase
power. All other grippers were powered on 24V DC power.

2.2. Grasping and Damage Assessment—Testing Protocol

The primary required characteristics of the above-mentioned grippers are the ability
to grasp the fruits successfully, without causing any damage to the fruits. These parameters
will be evaluated through the execution of a simplified harvesting operation in a controlled
environment. The used testing setup is shown in Figure 2A.

The setup consisted of an industrial robot placed next to an aluminum construction at
which fruits were placed by their stem using a friction fit clamp, representing the fruits
attached to the branch of a tree. The robot, more specifically a KUKA iiwa 14 R820, was
equipped with the tested grippers.

The testing sequence was executed as follows: (I) The fruits were manually hung
from the aluminum construction on a fixed location. (II) The robot moved into a manually
defined fixed picking position diagonally below the fruit, closed the gripper, and performed
a slow vertical downward motion to harvest the fruit. (III) If this picking operation was
executed successfully, the robot performed an acceleration test, which was defined by the
movement in both directions along a path consisting of a horizontal movement of 620 mm
followed by a downward vertical movement of 370 mm. The transition between these two
segments was rounded off with a radius of 130 mm. The velocity and acceleration of the
end effector along the path are displayed in the graph below (Figure 2B). The execution of
a testing sequence can also be viewed in the following video https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=X5UT_sGr8x0&ab_channel=ACRO-KULeuven (accessed on 15 September 2021).

For the simplified picking setup, a straight pull was enough to pick the fruits. Al-
though it was on plums, this straight-in straight-out picking technique was tested by Brown

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5UT_sGr8x0&ab_channel=ACRO-KULeuven
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5UT_sGr8x0&ab_channel=ACRO-KULeuven
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and Sukkarieh [4], reporting no extra damage to fruits. However, for pome fruit, a straight
pull would mostly damage the stem, whereby the storage life of the fruit would not be
guaranteed. Therefore, in realistic scenarios, a more complex picking sequence could be
introduced to imitate manual picking. This sequence included an angular movement before
pulling the fruit of the branch. This sequence wound not cause any extra damage to the
fruit, or the stem, as proven by both Baeten et al. [2], and Brown and Sukkarieh [4], who
both used this picking sequence in their robotic harvesting tests.
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This testing sequence was performed on each gripper for both apples (Cultivar:
Golden Delicious) and pears (Cultivar: Conference) on three gripping force settings and
each of these tests was repeated thrice for validation (Figure 3). This resulted in nine
tested apples and nine tested pears per gripper. The three gripper force settings were set
at the lower range, midrange and maximum range of the manipulation tools force range
and are described for each tool in Figure 3. The repetitions of each testing scenario had
to be reduced to three tests due to the combination of a large range of testing scenarios,
the absence of sufficient testing subjects with consistent characteristics, and the limited
duration over which the tests could be executed. This time span needed to be minimized
to limit the variation in the condition of the fruit, which could change rapidly due to
the fruit being untreated. Despite the reduced number of repetitions, which limits the
statistical relevance, the testing results still provide relevant insights in the capabilities of
the manipulation tools as clearly defined patterns further described in Section 3. A larger
testing batch for the best performing tools will be a subsequent step in future work. The
actuation speed of the grippers was minimized, reducing the impact force of the closing
gripper. Thus, the damage caused to the fruits could be evaluated as solely influenced by
the grippers’ design and the gripping force. The fixed gripping position in combination
with the size and shape variation of the fruit caused some planned deviation from the ideal
gripping position. This deviation gave useful insights regarding the grippers’ abilities to
cope with similar realistic scenarios, such as moving branches or detection errors.

The gripping success was determined based on the grippers ability to successfully
grasp, harvest, and hold on to the fruit during the testing sequence. The damage caused
to the fruits was examined on two discrete moments in time. Initially the presence of
externally visible damage was evaluated immediately after the above-mentioned testing
sequence. Next, the harvested apples and pears were stored for respectively six and
four days at room temperature. This storage time made smaller defects and internal
damage more easily perceivable by the human eye through discoloration or local decay.
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Subsequently, the presence of damage was evaluated a second time, examining the fruits
outside as well as inside through cross-sections. On advice of the Flemish institution
for fruit cultivation Research Center (pcfruit) npo, no further classification regarding the
magnitude and type of damage was made in this evaluation. Due to the high variety of
these parameters and the highly variable threshold of the allowable damage, depending
on the usage of the fruits, this would only have resulted in a subjective classification.
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2.3. Energy Consumption

Besides the characteristics regarding the grasp quality, the power usage of each gripper
was also determined for the following simulated harvesting scenario. The grippers would
perform a picking operation where the movement between the pick and drop location
would last 5 s in each direction. Between these movements the gripper executed a pick and
release action of which the time was determined for each of the grippers individually. These
picking and release actions were performed on the settings as described in the Section 2.1.

The grippers benchmarked in the study can be divided into two different categories
when determining their energy consumption based on the source of the energy. The first
category is powered by electric energy, such as in the electrical motors of the OnRobot and
Robotiq grippers or the blower motor of the custom foam gripper. The grippers of the
second category, including the Festo actuator or the Piab ejector, are pneumatic powered.

The power consumption of the first category was measured using a DC current
probe in combination with a digital oscilloscope in the case of the Robotiq and OnRobot
grippers, and with a 3-phase power analyzer (Chauvin Arnoux C.A 8335) in the case of the
custom foam grippers’ blower motor. The power consumption of the second category was
calculated with Equation (1), using the air consumption stated on the datasheets. Only the
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power used by the actuators or blower motor was taken into account, in order to exclude
all inefficiencies due to transformer losses, switching power supplies, or pressurized air
generation and air distribution, since their presence depends on the construction and
design of the whole automated setup.

.
E gripper = PaQ ln(Pu/Pa) (1)

where Pa is the atmospheric pressure; Pu the upstream pressure; and Q, the flow rate in
the standard state. This equation thus converts the upstream pressure and flow rate into
energy(W).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Grasping and Damage Assessment

The summarized results of the grasp and damage assessment are displayed for each
fruit type in three graphs on Figure 3. The first graph displays the gripping success for
each of the grippers and this for their three respective force settings. The other two graphs
display the damage assessment results on the two discrete evaluation moments. In addition
to these summarizing graphs, some remarkson observations during testing and damage
assessment, are given specifically for each gripper.

With regards to the damage assessment the following notes should be made. The
state of the tested apples was comparable to the state during the harvest, whereby the
damage results of the apples were representative to a realistic situation. On the contrary,
the pears were purposely very ripe, increasing their susceptibility to being damaged and
magnifying the minor differences between the tested grippers. Consequently, these results
should rather be used for a relative comparison between the grippers and not absolute
for the harvesting of pears. Failed gripping attempts could also render the fruits unfit for
damage assessment causing a large set of excluded pears.

3.1.1. FESTO DHRS-40-A + DHAS-80 Finray

The finrays on the pneumatic actuator performed well both on gripping success and
damage assessment when picking apples. In the case of gripping pears, a similar result
was observed regarding the gripping success. Immediate damage was only present on the
highest force setting. After the storage time of four days, extra damage on all force settings
was detected, caused by the textured gripping surface of the finrays, which was imprinted
on the pears (Figure 4A).
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Figure 4. Overview of damage results. (A1) FESTO finray with textured gripping surface; (A2) damage caused by finray on
day 0; (A3) damage caused by finray on day 4; (B1) the fingertips of the OnRobot gripper curling up into point contacts;
(B2) damage caused by OnRobot point contact on day 4; (C1) piSoft with ribbed gripping surface; (C2) damage caused
by piSoft on day 0; (C3) damage caused by piSoft on day 4; (D1) original BBL60 fitting; (D2) Customized BBL60 fitting;
(D3) customized BBL60 indentation on day 0; (D4) suction spot caused by suction cups on day 4.
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An additional trial was made using the smooth side of the finray fingers. A similar
number of injuries were noticed during this trial. This could be induced by a combination
of two phenomenon. The first could be the less spherical shape of the picking position
on the pears resulting in an uneven distribution of force between the finray fingers. The
second could be that the finrays did not completely deform to the shape of the fruit due
to the lower gripping force setting, distributing the gripping force over a smaller area.
Furthermore, this also resulted in a grip that was more based on force rather than the
intended form fit, which is considered less secure. At higher force settings the finrays
would properly adapt to the fruits (Figure 5A), however, at this setting the sheer magnitude
of the force became the damaging factor.
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3.1.2. OnRobot Sg-b-H

The OnRobot soft gripper achieved satisfactory results handling the apples. However,
for the larger specimens, the gripper’s soft mechanisms were observed to be too shallow,
turning the intended form fit grip into a less secure friction fit. In contrast to apples, a range
of issues were observed with the pears. The OnRobot soft gripper is not inherently force
but position controlled. The force is generated by the deformation of the compliant soft
mechanism. This causes the actual gripping force to be equally influenced by the setting as
well as the size object itself, resulting in a range of bad gripping attempts on the smaller
pears at the lower force settings. Hence, these bad results could partially be assigned to
user errors.

When gripping any other object, with non-ideal dimensions for the gripper’s design,
the gripper’s fingers often curled up putting all their clamping force on a small area as
shown in Figure 4B. Additionally, the non-spherical shape in the gripping location of
the pears caused an uneven force distribution between the gripper’s fingers, which even
enlarged the previous point contact issue. Better results could be achieved if the fruit could
be approached from directly below, however, this gripping pose is in reality unachievable
for both harvesting and sorting operations.

For creating an ideal grasp with this gripper, a simultaneous movement towards the
object, while closing the gripper, could be executed to compensate the movement of the
soft mechanism. Additional tests indicated this could partially compensate the previously
mentioned bad grasps caused by the gripper’s shallowness.

3.1.3. Piab piSoft 100-4

The tests with the Piab piSoft gripper resulted in decent gripping success for both
apples and pears. However, the ribbed design of the gripper tips (Figure 4C) was observed
to be detrimental for handling both pome fruits, creating small areas of high contact force
and thus causing damage. This effect was especially noticeable on the more sensitive pears.

Similar to the symmetrical four-fingered design of the tested OnRobot gripper, this
design was observed to be disadvantageous when gripping the nonspherical shape of
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the pear from diagonally below, causing extra injuries due to non-ideal gripping point
placement and force distribution.

3.1.4. Custom Soft Cups (FESTO DHRS-40-A and Robotiq 2F-85)

This grippers’ design performed well on both the gripping success and the immediate
damage assessment through good adaptation to the fruit’s shape (Figure 5B). Despite the
soft contact interface of the suction cups, injuries due to a too high contact force were
observed for the pears after the four-day storage at room temperature. The implementation
of a more deformable suction cup could reduce the damage these fingers cause to the more
sensitive fruit, by better distributing the contact force.

The gripper’s design could also facilitate a combined gripping principle by turning
on the suction cups for extra gripping force. This feature was not implemented as the
impactive grip was already adequate and the extra upgrade would only create extra energy
consumption and an extra source of potential damage (suction spots).

3.1.5. Custom Rigid Cups (FESTO DHRS-40-A and Robotiq 2F-85)

The gripping success of the apples was comparable to the above mentioned custom
soft cups alternative. In contrast, none of the pears were gripped successfully, because the
grippers could not close far enough to completely fixate the pears. This was caused by heat
deformation of the cups during the application of the soft substrate. As the cups were rigid,
the lacking ability to adapt in case of a non-ideal gripping position resulted in an increased
number of damaged fruits compared to the custom soft cups.

3.1.6. Piab BBL60 and Piab BX35

Since both industrial suction cups have a similar design, their gripping success was
also similar. When approaching for the grip, these suction cups need to be pushed against
the fruit to deform themselves and create a successful seal, since, due to the rather low
suction rate, no large gaps can be bridged to attract the fruits. However, the force needed for
this deformation was in the majority of cases too high, resulting in no more than pushing
away the fruit without completely sealing the vacuum. When this occurred during testing
an intervention was made by applying a manual counter force preventing the fruits from
being pushed away. These scenarios are displayed in Figure 3 with the specific designation
“assistance needed”. Therefore, these grippers are not advised to be used for harvesting
operations but rather for sorting or packaging activities. In these applications their ability
to grip fruits surrounded by other fruits or other machine elements close to them becomes
an advantage. A slight edge could be given to the BX35 cup that has a better chance of
finding a good gripping spot due to its smaller size and thinner and more flexible sealing
lip, adapting better to the fruits’ irregularities (Figure 5C). This advantage however comes
at the cost of lower stability during movement and a higher chance of a collapsing suction
lip during gripping.

Both suction cups created suction spots on the pears that became especially observable
after the storage time. Additionally, the BBL60’s connector design could leave an impression
on both fruit types when they were sucked up against it. Modifications made to the suction
cups connector, shown in Figure 4D slightly alleviated this. Similar impressions were not
observed with the BX35 since the fruits are only sucked into the soft bellow and will never
make contact with the suction cups connector.

3.1.7. Custom Foam Suction Cup

The custom foam gripper was able to nearly grip all apples and pears, and of these
successful grips, no fruits were damaged. Unsuccessful grips only occurred on the lower
power setting where the suction force was not high enough the suck in the fruits and
deform the foam to ensure a good seal (Figure 5D). Still, the higher suction rate gave this
gripper the ability to overcome larger gaps between the fruits and seal thus eliminating the
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assistance the other astrictive based designs needed. Moreover, no suction spots could be
observed due to the lower vacuum level.

3.2. Electrical vs. Pneumatic Force Control

When comparing the pneumatic FESTO actuator to the electrical Robotiq actuator,
both equipped with the same fingers (the custom soft cups or the rigid cups), their gripping
force setting should not be compared directly, since the force ranges of both grippers do
not match. Adjusting for this mismatch, a slight advantage could be given to the electric
Robotiq, based on the lower number of damaged fruits.

The scaling of this advantage with regards to the gripping speed will depend on the
used gripper fingers. The gripping force measurement curves of the gripper’s datasheet [22]
(p. 60) indicate that the lower forces will not be sustained at the higher speed settings when
gripping a rigid object with rigid gripper fingers. This is probably caused by the absence of
reaction time for the force control system when two rigid objects contact each other. The
addition of the soft deformable custom suction cup fingers will result in a better control
over lower gripping forces on higher speeds at the cost of an overall lower achievable
gripping [22] (pp. 61–62). This could be improved upon through the use of even softer
contact elements ref PU graph. In contrast, the clamping force of the pneumatic actuators
is mostly dependent on the supplied air pressure. All achievable speeds with this supplied
air pressure will theoretically result in the same gripping force. Aside from the effect of the
grasping speed on the controllability of the grasping force, the impact force will increase
for both drive mechanisms. As indicated in Section 2, this impact force has been excluded
in this study.

The gripping force of the pneumatic actuators might be less influenced by the actuation
speed but depends in the case of the radial actuator design of the FESTO DHRS on the size
of the gripped object. In the current finger design this results in a higher clamping force
the smaller the gripped fruit is. This effect could be reversed through the adaption of the
gripper’s fingers so the working area of the actuator is between 50◦ and fully open. The
effect could also be eliminated using a parallel actuator at the cost of a substantial reduction
in grippable object sizes. The electrical actuation of the similar radial base actuator of the
tested Robotiq gripper was not affected by the object’s size.

3.3. Power Consumption Results

Table 1 shows the results of the power consumption measurements for each of the
actuators. The vacuum blower used for the custom foam cup was observed to be the main
outlier having an energy consumption of a factor 10 to 350 larger than the other actuators.
As expected, the large suction rate of the vacuum blower that resulted in good gripping
results, forms also its main disadvantage when determining energy consumption. Aside
from the high amount of energy needed to generate the required high flow rate, the need
for the blower to be continuously active, due to its slow ramp up and down rate, also
contributed to this high energy demand. The second highest energy consuming actuator
was the Piab pneumatic ejector. Similar to the blower, the ejectors need to run continuously
during the gripping process, which consumes a large volume of compressed air. The
OnRobot gripper used substantially less power than the previous actuators. However,
its consumption was notably higher than the other electric actuator, both using more
power during the actual actuation, and a higher than idle power to hold the object during
transport. The last two actuators FESTO DHRS-40-A and Robotiq 2F-85 consumed nearly
the same amount of power. The FESTO actuator only consuming compressed air during
the actual actuation of the fingers. The Robotiq mainly used power during actuation,
supplemented by a small idle consumption of the electronics.

Since the energy consumption was determined for a simulated scenario, the ratio
between the grippers might shift due to a related shift in the ratio of gripping, transport,
and idle time. An increase in transport or idle time would benefit the pneumatic FESTO
DHRS-40-A actuator and in a lesser degree the Robotiq 2F-85.
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These results need to be evaluated in perspective to the rest of the automation setup.
The low power consumption of the DC powered electrical actuators will be beneficial for
the use on smaller battery powered autonomous platforms. Additionally, no other energy
conversions would be required in these setups. Otherwise, for off-orchard processing
processes or larger fossil fuel powered autonomous platforms, the availability of power be-
comes a minor issue, and the extra cost could be justified by an increase in the performance
of the gripping principal as for the custom foam gripper.

Table 1. Results of the power consumption test.

Actuator Wh/100,000 Picks Cost/100,000 Picks (€)
(at €0.15/kW)

Festo DHRS-40-A 840 0.13
OnRobot SG-b-H 2239 0.34

Robotiq 2F-85 576 0.09
Piab VGS 3010 SI08-2 13,140 1.97

Becker blower SV 201/2 177,083 26.56

4. Conclusions

Based on the performed benchmark it can be concluded that all gripping principles
are to a certain degree usable for handling apples. The damage caused to apples, however,
clearly indicated the beneficial effect of a soft and smooth gripper interface. Unlike the
impactive grippers, the industrial ejector driven suction cups proved to be less suited
for harvesting operations, but rather for other handling operations, such as sorting or
packaging. In this case, these grippers have a substantial advantage over all impactive
based gripping principles, due to their ability to pick fruits surrounded by other fruits close
to them, on for example a conveyor.

In contrast to apples, the tests with the ripe and oversensitive pears provided better
insights in the relative differences in performance between the grippers. All three commer-
cial impactive soft grippers were able to successfully grab the pears, when set correctly.
A slight disadvantage could be given to the two symmetrical four-fingered designs, the
OnRobot and the Piab piSoft, which were not able to adapt properly to the non-spherical
shape of the pears in the current gripping pose. Moreover, despite their soft design, none
of the industrial soft grippers were able to handle the pears without damaging them. How-
ever, minor adaptions to these grippers could make them viable for the handling of the
more fragile fruits. By making the substrates of the compliant mechanisms softer, and by
removing textures and other rough features, the presence of force concentrations could be
reduced. Neither of the rigid custom cups were able to successfully grip any pears without
damaging them. The custom soft cup fingers and industrial suction cups performed better
to some degree; however, they still caused many injuries due to force concentrations or
high vacuum level respectively.

The soft EPDM foam interface combined with the low vacuum level of the custom
foam suction cups proved to be the best approach of the tested grippers to handle the more
delicate pears. This success comes with a large drawback, a substantially higher energy
consumption of the blower motor. The higher energy consumption turned out to be a
disadvantage for the astrictive gripping principals in general, being on average a factor
75 higher than their impactive counterparts, the exception being the Piab piSoft. Within the
impactive grippers, the results did not indicate a substantial difference in gripping success
or quality between the more conventional pneumatic actuators (FESTO) and similar but
newer electrical actuators (Robotiq) on the tested parameters.

Second to the grippers evaluated ability to complete the needed manipulations for
a certain task without causing damage, the differentiation parameters currently are the
available energy supply and control structure of the automation setup.

Not all applicable gripping principles were able to be tested in the current benchmark.
Future testing might include grippers such as origami grippers [8] that are still in research
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or readily commercially available Fluidic elastomeric actuators (FEA). Secondly more
extensive testing should be executed on the most promising manipulation tools providing
better statistic relevance with regards to, among others, variations in the testing subjects.
The influence of additional gripper parameters such as variation in gripping speed on the
scaling of the current results might also be evaluated.
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